
In the trial 111868, graduated to the state of IL supreme
court/ on their date   may 25, 2011

 This court denies: any and all contractual obligations
as were set into motion on the day that I entered the facility
called provena:   and specifically and without any cause for
misconception I did ask for a distinct service to be provided to
me.  They said “Yes, we provide that”/ therefore I said yes. 
Received their service in realistic terms aside from the doctor in
attendance who deliberately chose to humiliate me/ disrespect
the necessary dignities of life such as were described in this
encounter.

I went to court, because they changed the contract: I
agreed to one type of service (which their worker stated they
had)/ they charged me for a completely different service, a visit
in the emergency room.  While it is true, I knew I was in the
emergency room/ it is also true, I had no clue if they run their
alternate program through the emergency room or not.  Not my
job to know.  It was my job and I did my job, to indicate NO, I
do not wish to visit the emergency room.  Yet I am charged.

The courtrooms of the state of IL hereby declare:
contractual law to be null and void/ the obligation to do as you
agreed to do.  Proves nothing more than here say and fantasy, to
the court;  unless “you happen to be the rich man”.  No such 
protection for me.  The court thereby opens the door for lawyer
theft, for the prostitution of those who do sell their soul,  and the 
failure of people who believe that money makes them my god; it
ain’t so.   Now they get to do anything they want to conceive of/
by the enforcement of thugs, “the police and prison system”. 



Used against both contractual law as is on my side/ which the
court denies.  And against constitutional law as is my
GUARANTEED RIGHT as a citizen of both state and nation/
which is treason: the deliberate act, to undermine and destroy
the foundations of society from within.

   Because they win the prize to claim any amount of
money they choose, does not mean this battle is done.  It is not/
I will be demanding legitimacy in the numbers, but having lost
because the law is discarded by thieves/ that only means they
will charge “thousands more”; for a fifteen minute hospital visit; 
and the lies, “this is what it will cost”/ defined by the category
of care.

  The battle is not over with so simple a transaction as
traitors, in the court.  If the law does not rule the nation called
democracy/ then traitors rule.  A traitor is one or a group of
people who believe they can/ do/ or will rule over you; while
pretending to be in compliance with trust and truth.  Thereby on
your side, as in we are all in this together; a nation of one life
served by the law.  That is clearly not true in this state of IL or
this nation.  Rather compliance with the law is not only
discarded; by choosing against me and letting not only the law
die, but creating the disease to kill the law which is guaranteed
to each citizen a war is created against the nation itself.  That is,
A TRAITOROUS ACT.  The dismantling of law is a disease. 
The failure to respect and obey the law that governs our lives,
means YOU, ARE A LIAR.  The demand that those who are
illegally attempting to take over society and steal from its
members;   should be and are given authority to use the police
and prison systems as a threat to steal, or incarcerate during any
lies that assert contempt, or any other method of cheating



society itself;   are a war against us.  If the law does not rule/
THEN THE THIEVES/ LIARS/ FOOLS/ FAILURES/ AND
ENEMIES DO.  Any assumption a uniform gives you
credibility or right/ is a lie.  A black robe in this case, as is
consistent with a judge; is nothing more, than proven to be the
gang colors of organized crime.  We wait to see, “the thin blue
line”/ and its use of force to encapsulate and control humanity. 
Asking the question: just how close to “Nazi SS” are we?

The battle for FAIR PLAY in terms of healthcare is not so
simple as, winning or losing;   the merits of justice/ don’t allow
liars.  Justice asks for peace, harmony, and truth to decide. 

While it is true in terms of political, social, or economical
change, that I live among the laziest/ greediest/ and least caring
people in history; we can’t change nothing/ “lets all escape into
wealth”.  It is also true this occurs ONLY because pride (I can
make you a loser), power (I can change your life),  selfishness
(you mean nothing to me), and the force of money (I can take
your job/ your house/ your family/ your life, and throw it away) 
and experts (no one challenges me/I have an army, “we are like
gods”, to you);   have made them afraid of their own nation. 
Thereby pushing this people with experts: (you can’t defeat us/
we are the army called university), “into the box/ to make them
deaf and mute”.  With a media to prove, what we propagate
because of money, power, or pride,  shall control your lives.

   But take a look around, and see clearly for once all the
tragedy, disgrace, disrespect, failure, foolishness, LIES,
STEALING, CHEATING, arrogance, and coming HELL.  And
ask yourselves, “do you really still want to believe in satan”? 
They didn’t bring you “heaven”!   Did they? With a list of



true threats that can exterminate this entire world.  Where is
your mind.

 This is A courtroom in defiance of the law, the reality
of democracy, and all sense and assimilation of justice,
equality, fair play, or right....is not a government.  It is a
liar!  Because if the law does not rule/ then this ain’t no
democracy.  That is the price of democracy: YOU DON’T
rule, the law we create and guarantee for ourselves,  does.

 It is also true, with absolute certainty the entire healthcare
system is ready to crumble into pieces (as is this nation, do to
liars, thieves, and cheaters).  That leaves all without healthcare
unless you are indeed “the very rich”.  That leaves the rest
buried in hate/ with only their guns for comfort and revenge. 
Unlike many area’s of all the hatred coming;   the abandoned
and disgraced turned away from healthcare, will know who to
hate.  But even so, it will only be a short time, before all of
healthcare is in ruins.  Without antibiotics, just like the past/
there will be no operations or surgery, and little relief from the
diseases you changed to make pandemic.  And for what, “hell, I
saved two cents on my food today/ lets throw it all away”. 
Shame on you.  Liars/ cheaters/ & thieves.


